Introducing Bellaboo’s Summer Discovery Trip
designed for Pre--k to 3rd grade

Explore the Possibilities
Unguided Exploration

Dino Dig

is open for the Summer!

For groups looking for an educational
experience with less structure and lower
cost, we offer Unguided Exploration. This
experience is ideal for your group because it
guarantees to give the children time in each of
the play zones. This trip is a two hour experience
which includes time in the water room, construction
zone, train depot, face painting, pretend village, and
soft play area which has a jungle gym and ball pit, our
Dino dig and climbing rocks are a perfect time to
enjoy the warm weather.

Mini Trip

For Groups with a tight schedule or tight
budget, we offer one hour visits.
(Children’s Cooking is not included)

Favorite Summer Discovery Trips

These Discovery Trip Themes are great for multi-age groups.
CAT—C.A.T. is a program designed to get your student’s hearts pumping as they

prance around our facility as felines. The students will actively participate in this
interactive story time experience while stretching and learning basic yoga
moves. Our staff will lead the students as they practice their culinary skills in
our interactive kitchen. In the Children’s Cooking portion of the trip, the children
will create a feline treat no cool cat could pass up. To top it off, exploration and
discovery are right around the corner as the children experiment with sound and
rhythm in our beat kitchen.

Space- Acting as young astronauts, your students will explore the planets

through embodying the personality traits of the galaxy. The students will enjoy the
Milky Way in our interactive Children’s Cooking area. Further expanding on the
knowledge of the universe, the educators will receive material for the children to
create their own model of the solar system. Come in to discover this out of the
world experience with your students.

For More Information or a full list of Discovery Trip Themes
Visit our website www.mybellaboos.com
to book your Discovery Trip Call (219)963-2070

